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Content Description

In this module you will get to know basic facts, �gures and knowledge

about video creation, which will allow you to consciously record, edit and

publish your �rst videos.

We will guide you through basic terminology of the digital video creation, di�erent stages of

video making process, some useful info about gear one can use while �lming and editing.
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In the end, we shall present to you what's hot and what's not as far as online video is

concerned.

The module consists of the following units:

Basic! Digital Video Terms1

Phases of Video Production2

Video Equipment and Software3

Most Popular Types of Videos4

Online Video Platforms5



Learning Objectives

When you complete this module, you will be able to: 

appreciate the impact digital video (DV) has on online presence

assess what hardware and software is needed for digital video

recognize phases of video production

know di�erent and popular types of video creations

become familiar with most popular video aggregators

share your visual ideas online

The duration of this module is estimated in 2 hours.

It includes the navigation through all the content, the realization of the proposed activities

and the quizzes for each section.

Besides this timing, you can spend as much time as you want exploring each of the tools and

possibilities introduced in the module.

Remember: Practice will help you improve your skills and competences in the �eld of video

creation!



This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike

4.0 International License. 

To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Basic! Digital Video Terms

In order to fully participate in the following module over

the next 2 hours, �rst you need to get acquainted with

basic! terminology of digital video. 

Do not worry, there will be some watching too!



C O NT I NU E

Digital video

Digital video unlike its older analog brother, it is an electronic

representation of moving visual images (video) in the form of encoded

digital data displayed in rapid succession. 

Wow! That’s as much scienti�c as you are going to get in this course. 

Take a look at this video to know more details!

Analog vs digital video - Nicholas Pinenn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ABS6jvBHWY
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7x9O5C_vOjxWjC5bKDcMxA


Whenever you see, either on your camera, computer screen or smartphone, the acronyms

H.264, MPEG-4, HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI (Digital Visual Interface) and SDI (serial digital

interface) be sure that they are all about digital video.

Digital videos can be:

copied with no degradation in quality

stored on digital media (i.e. computer data storage)

streamed over the Internet

C O NT I NU E

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7x9O5C_vOjxWjC5bKDcMxA


Capture

Capture means to record audio, video, or still images as digital data in a �le.

Frame



Frame is is a single picture or still shot, that is one of many sequential images that make

up a video.



Frame rate 

Frame rate is the number of video frames displayed per second (FPS). Higher frame rates

generally produce smoother movement in the picture.

For example, human visual system can process 10 to 12 images per second and perceive

them individually, while higher rates are perceived as motion.

 

Most videos, even those made on your photo camera

or smartphone, are now being shot at higher frame

rates, such as 30 FPS, 48 FPS or 60 FPS.

For the comparison of how di�erent

frame rates are re�ected in one video

just see the following video!
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Framerate Comparison 15/30/60/120fps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfiHFqnPLZ4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCC8uRr6jd-Xj_81JRG4GtNg


Display resolution

is the number of pixels that can be displayed on a digital screen, usually quoted as width x

height.

Most popular resolutions:

(480p) – 720 x480 –

NTSC DV (Television) and DVD  standard.

(720p) – 1280 x 720 –

HD Video capable of high frame rates, but smaller dimensions than 1080p.

(1080p) – 1920 x 1080 –

HD Video with high resolution.



A C T I V I T Y

ACTIVITY  

Since the average frame rate for a digital video is 30 FPS (frames per second), how many

frames would there be in a 15-minute short �lm? Can you do the maths?

For the comparison of how display resolution has changed over the

years just see the following video!

Screen Resolution Comparison [2017]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgr7MsjNMIw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTCJ5Er6KmbD2uDUYPJMVWw




Ready for the quiz?

Good luck!
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Questions

01/03

Which type of video signal is shown in the picture?

Analog Signal

Digital Signal



Questions

02/03

Most popular video resolution 1080p stands for:

High De�nition with 1080 pixels x 1200 pixels

HD Ready with 1280 pixels x 720 pixels

High De�nition with 1920 pixels x 1080 pixels

DVD standard with 1080 pixels x 480 pixels





Questions

03/03

Which of the following are correct statements?

Digital videos can be copied with no degradation in quality

Digital videos cannot be streamed over the Internet

Digital videos can be stored on digital media i.e. computer

DVI stands for Dual Visual Interconnection
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Phases of Video Production

Producing a video involves three different phases: pre-production,

production and post-production.

Let's learn more about them!



PHA S E  1



Pre-Production

It is the �rst phase of video production.

It involves all the events that take place prior to the actual shooting of the video.

Do you want to know more?



Idea Generation

May be individual work or a group brainstorming session.

Pre-production 1



Script Writing

The written text for your movie.

Pre-production 2



Storyboarding

A sequence of drawings, with directions and sometimes dialog, that represent

planned shots for a movie.

Pre-production 3



Casting

Finding appropriate people to play the roles in the video.

Pre-production 4



Filming Locations

Finding all places where you will shoot.

Pre-production 5



Permissions

Sometimes needed i.e. if you shoot in the street.

Pre-production 6



Logistics

Getting all your gear and crew in place.

Pre-production 7



Insurance

Vital when you want to be on the safe side.

Pre-production 8



PHA S E  2

Easy, right?

Now is the turn for the second phase!



Production

It is the second phase of video production and it involves the actual shooting of the

video.

Let´s learn some of the key elements of this phase!



Shot Types

Wide, Medium, Tight (click the video to see 15 di�erent shot types).

Production 1

15 Essential Camera Shots, Angles and Movements in Filmmaking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7y0ouVBcogU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7gBcKzHKc0oOR5-XiWdlFQ


Panning

Rotating a camera on its vertical or horizontal axis in order to keep a moving person

or object in view or allow the �lm to record a panorama.

Production 2



Zooming

To move in to a close-up picture of someone or something, using a zoom lens or a

similar lens.

Production 3



Microphone Choice

On Board, Shotgun Mic, Boom Mic.

Production 4



Lighting

Natural vs. Arti�cial.

Production 5



PHA S E  3

Recording involves a few things you need to keep in mind. Don't be discouraged, with

a little practice, it will be very easy!

The last phase is waiting for you!



Post-Production

It is the last phase of video production. 

It involves all events between production and creating the �nal version of the

video.

Do you want to know more? 



Capturing Video

Importing video from the original recording device.

Post-Production 1



Trimming Clips and Creating Sequences

Clips - small segments of a larger video.

Trim - to hide parts of a �le or clip without deleting them from the original

source.

Sequence - a variety of wide, medium, and tight video shots edited together to

compress time, add interest, and help the viewer movie e�ciently through a

story.

Timeline - shows the components of the movie such as photos, video, audio

clips and titles in the order and timing that they will appear in movie.

Post-Production 2



Adding Titles and Graphics

Rolling credits - Include cast and credits for sources.

Post-Production 3



Adding/Editing Sound

Soundtracks or sound e�ects - additional audio added as background or to enhance

speci�c points in the video.

Narration - audio of one or more people that has been recorded to enhance or assist

in telling the story for your video.

Post-Production 4



Apply Effects 1/2

Transitions - the visual movements as one picture, video clip, or title changes to

another. Transitions are not applied directly to the clips, but are used to move from

one to another e.g. Fade To Black. 

 

Post-Production 5

6 Creative Video Editing Transitions For You To Try

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADYSsiEQKtc
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwd6xZ3GkHh-xKaYzvFRcEA


Apply Effects 2/2

Video E�ects - enable you to add special e�ects to your movie. An example would be

adding a Film Age video e�ect to make your movie clip to look like that of an old

time movie or making the video black and white. For a selection of video e�ects see

the video!

Post-Production 6

My Top 10 Favorite Video Effects in Adobe Premiere Pro CC! (Edi…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dn-Aga6odKA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy7DyWXJ0jghyMsUoOU6F7g


Exporting

Common Video File Types:

.avi (Audio Video Interleave)

Created by Microsoft. Uses less compression than MOV or MPEG. Supported by

almost all computers using Windows 

.mov (Apple Movie) 

Developed by Apple Computer. Cross-Platform. Opens with Apple QuickTime

.mp4 (MPEG-4)

Developed by Moving Pictures Expert Group. Compresses well. Commonly used

for the Internet

.�v  (Flash Video)

Developed by Adobe Systems. Commonly used to deliver video over the Internet

by using Flash Player. Used by YouTube, Hulu, VEVO, etc.

 

Post-Production 7



A C T I V I T Y

This was everything for the last phase!

You are now closer to be an expert on video production!

It is time to put into practice what you have learned about video

production!



ACTIVITY  

Write the all-stage plan of your own video production project.



Ready for the quiz?

Good luck!
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Questions

01/02

Select the correct statement

Script Writing, Casting and Permissions all belong to Pre-Production phase. 

.avi is a sound �le.

Panning means rotating a camera on its vertical or horizontal axis in order to keep a moving person or

object in view or allow the �lm to record a panorama

In a Tight Shot you can see the entire �gure of a human being.4



Questions

02/02

Select the false statement

Zooming means to move in to a close-up picture. 

Storybording is preparing a story from cardboard.

.mov is the video �le used mainly on MacOS platform, with Quick Time.

Fade to Black is a sound effect within the editing tool.



 Video cameras

Simple operation and easy to use
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Video Equipment and Software

PO I N T- A N D- SH O O T  C A ME R A DSL R  C A ME R A SMA R T PH O N E



Reversible LCD screen

HD1080

Good for everyday videos

Reasonably cheap (400-700 EUR)

Digital Single-Lens Re�ex

Professional

Heavy

HD1080

PO I N T- A N D- SH O O T  C A ME R A DSL R  C A ME R A SMA R T PH O N E



Use interchangeable lenses

Depth of �eld (cinematic look)

Expensive (500-2.500 EUR)

Simple operation and easy use

Steady shot feature in higher models

Best for everyday �lming

O�ers 4K quality

Reasonably cheap, especially with mobile phone companies

PO I N T- A N D- SH O O T  C A ME R A DSL R  C A ME R A SMA R T PH O N E
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Sound

Built-in microphone
Best quality up to 120 cm 



from the camera

Shotgun microphone
Price 150-250 EUR

*Directional recording (picks up
sounds it is pointed to)

*Can be mounted on the
camera

Wireless lavalier microphone
(“lav”)

Price 250-500 EUR
*Wider shots, people far away

from the camera
*Best in noisy locations
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Lighting

Boom microphone
*Advanced and cinematic

function
*Requires a person to hold a

boom pole
*Great quality sound

A two-point lighting system
(two soft boxes), with LED or

�uorescent lights. It is the best
option for lighting a person in

front of the camera.
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Supplementary �lming equipment

Ring light. 
It is the best option for lighting a

face.

The sun, which gives nice and
natural light. Moreover, it is

free. However, it is limited by
the weather and daytime.



They prevent camera movement and o�er stability within a shot as well as certain desired
heights.
 
The use of a tripod within �lm/video is often a creative choice of the Director.

Designed to hold a camera in a manner that prevents or compensates for unwanted camera
movement, such as camera shake.
 

T R I PO D C A ME R A  R I G ST E A DI C A M

T R I PO D C A ME R A  R I G ST E A DI C A M



A camera shoulder brace stabilizes by shifting the weight of the camera to the operator's
shoulders.

Camera stabilizer mounts for video cameras invented by Garrett Brown and introduced in 1975.
 
It mechanically isolates the operator's movement, allowing for a smooth shot, even when the
camera moves over an irregular surface.

T R I PO D C A ME R A  R I G ST E A DI C A M
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Editing software (free and simple)

Platform: MacOS, iOS

Automated video editing

I MO V I E MO V I E  MA K E R DAV I N C I  R E SO LV E



Audio & music editing

HD & 4K video support

Video color settings

Crop & rotate video clip

Stabilization

Video e�ects & transitions

Video speed change (speed up/slow down)

Platform: Windows

I MO V I E MO V I E  MA K E R DAV I N C I  R E SO LV E



Title Customization Tool

Credit Customization Tool

Auto Movie Options

Timeline Narration

Special E�ects Options

Transition Overlays

Extensive Audio Track Selection

Platform: MacOS, Windows.
 

I MO V I E MO V I E  MA K E R DAV I N C I  R E SO LV E



It has tools for color correction, professional audio post-production, and video editing in a
single application. This powerful �nishing application is ideal for editors and colorist looking to
deliver Hollywood-caliber outputs.

C O NT I NU E

Editing software (paid and advanced)

A DO B E  PR E MI E R E  PR O F I N A L  C UT  PR O AV I D ( ME DI A  C O MPO SE R )



Price: 53 USD/month/user

Automated video editing

Simultaneous Projects

Motion Graphics Templates

Shared Projects

VR Editing

VR Rotate Sphere

VR Audio Editing

E�ects

Video Titling & Graphics



Price: 300 USD/unlimited + updates

Moving & Trimming Clips

Multicam Editing

E�ects

360 Degree VR Editing

VR Headset Playback

Advanced Color Grading

Presets

HDR Video Support

Price: 900 USD/year/user

A DO B E  PR E MI E R E  PR O F I N A L  C UT  PR O AV I D ( ME DI A  C O MPO SE R )

A DO B E  PR E MI E R E  PR O F I N A L  C UT  PR O AV I D ( ME DI A  C O MPO SE R )



Edit with Oscar- and Emmy-winning tools as the majority of all mainstream movies and
TV shows are edited on Media Composer

Work with any type of media

Gain unmatched e�ciency

Accelerate multicam editing

Get the industry's most reliable media management

A C T I V I T Y



ACTIVITY  

Download one of the free video editing programs and edit your recently �lmed video.

You can use video tutorials!
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Questions

01/06

Which video equipment is shown in the picture? (1/4)

Shotgun microphone

Point-and-shoot camera

Lavalier microphone

Two-point lighting system



Questions

02/06

Which video equipment is shown in the picture? (2/4)

Shotgun microphone

Point-and-shoot camera

Lavalier microphone

Two-point lighting system



Questions

03/06

Which video equipment is shown in the picture? (3/4)

Shotgun microphone

Point-and-shoot camera

Lavalier microphone

Two-point lighting system



Questions

04/06

Which video equipment is shown in the picture? (4/4)

Shotgun microphone

Point-and-shoot camera 

Lavalier microphone

Two-point lighting system



Questions

05/06

Which of the following are correct statements?

DSLR camera has interchangeable lenses

DaVinci Resolve editing software is very expensive

„Lav” is best to use in noisy places and record people away from camera

Steadicam was �rst introduced in 1955 in Germany



Questions

06/06

Which of the following are false statements?

One person is enough to operate a camera and a boom microphone.

Movie Maker runs on iOS and MacOS platforms.

Ring light is best for lighting boxing �ghts.

Built-in microphone is best for recording sounds from more than 3 metres.
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Most Popular Types of Videos



Product Review Videos

Now more than ever, trusted reviews are paramount to consumers making a purchase.

Most people wouldn’t think of making a purchase unless they consulted online reviews �rst.

Product reviews take online reviews a step further by allowing the viewer to actually see how a

product performs while hearing feedback on the product from a creator. No wonder this

useful video type is the #1 most popular video type on YouTube.

BluMaan Product Review w/ Modern Man TV | Original Styling Mer…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQfOatlLd3E
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmA2Ob4FLO1WZweUV2DOGhw
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How-To Videos

How-to videos are a beauty in�uencer’s bread and butter. Many channels are devoted solely

to this video format and have millions of subscribers. How-to videos are the perfect

combination of education and utility and viewers can’t get enough of them!

How to Apply Eyeshadow PERFECTLY (beginner friendly hacks)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4W-4VL1ABU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzEolHECo7JmmkWMGDYaSOA
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Vlogs

Vlog channels get hundreds of millions of views as viewers are addicted to this authentic

video format. 

Many beauty in�uencers incorporate vlogging into their channels (some even have a totally

separate vlogging channel) and see lots of success on their vlogging videos.

A Day in the Life of a Harvard Student

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35vY_c6h23I
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn6BJylSkl-Gd66qepnmHzg
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Gaming Videos 

While this niche doesn’t really apply to beauty creators, gaming is one of the most popular

video formats on YouTube. So if you love video games, a gaming channel might be a great

idea!

Although, on the other hand, these gameplay videos seem so boring to lots of people.

9 Minutes of New Gameplay - Call of Duty: Modern Warfare (4K 60…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h53D0W6KHgQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKy1dAqELo0zrOtPkf0eTMw
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Comedy Videos

People love to laugh! According to research, comedy videos are the most likely video format to

reach ‘viral’ status.

Viral meaning they spread online like a virus as they are so funny people pass them on

from one to another.

Many beauty gurus have incorporated the skit formula in their videos in the form of fun,

highly produced intros.

The Expert (Short Comedy Sketch)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKorP55Aqvg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc70aB6IfdZpR6mlTON1qjg
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( )

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc70aB6IfdZpR6mlTON1qjg


Haul Videos

Haul videos were made famous by beauty creators on YouTube and remain one of the most

popular video formats to this day.

Haul videos are also incredibly popular among brands who rely on hauls to organically show

their newest products.

$35,000 LUXURY HAUL | Nicolette Gray

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2r-qXja9yPU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx7Dz-Tem_uFSFuThMrXAxA
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Tag or Challenge Videos

From 10 Facts About Me videos to The Ice Bucket Challenge, tag videos are hugely popular on

YouTube.

This video format allows users to watch various creators do the same challenge in their

own unique way.

Tag videos also encourage users to stay on the site longer and exposes them to new

creators.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChDKyKQ59fYz3JO2fl0Z6sg


C O NT I NU E

Celebrity Ice Bucket Challenge Compilation | TODAY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywLPt0cjGu0
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChDKyKQ59fYz3JO2fl0Z6sg


Favorites/Best Of Videos

This is another video format that is widely popular among beauty and fashion creators. 

Favorites videos give viewers an intimate look at the products a YouTuber really loves and

is using.

This is critical to the buying decision consumers make.

Another group of Best Of videos are various compilations of pranks, funny videos, viral

videos, fails of the month etc.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKy3MG7_If9KlVuvw3rPMfw
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WATCH and TRY TO STOP LAUGHING - Super FUNNY VIDEOS co…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DODLEX4zzLQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKy3MG7_If9KlVuvw3rPMfw


Educational Videos

Online video viewers want value from the videos they watch — so it is no surprise that

educational videos are a popular video format.

As a fashion freak or a French cuisine chef, you can easily weave educational videos or

tutorials into your arsenal.

Viewers love videos about makeup ingredients, ethical fashion brands, how to cook

ratatouille, paint your living room, ride a motor bike or… shoot an engaging video.
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How to Shoot Video - DSLR Tutorial!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSgAnH88kXQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKIebaFbubF2L_ol3ujxoSA


Unboxing Videos

Unboxing videos are a favorite amongst YouTubers and it seems like viewers enjoy them just

as much.

Unboxings have become a key method for viewers to make purchasing decisions. 

They are also a great way for brands to get the word out about new and existing products.

My new Laptop is not a ThinkPad...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-r_S94agBA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsTcErHg8oDvUnTzoqsYeNw


A C T I V I T Y

ACTIVITY



Take your camcorder,  whether it’s a smartphone or a DSLR pro camera,  pick one video type

from the list and make your own video.

 



Ready for the quiz?

Good luck!
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Questions

01/03

How do you call videos in which you describe the product you just bought, from

it’s packaging to the very detailed functions it has?

Haul videos

Unboxing videos



Best Of videos

How-To videos



Questions

02/03

Which type of video is presented in the following footage?

Best Fails of the Year in 2019 (So Far) | FailArmy

Educational video

Gaming video

Best Of video

Vlog

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZ_9KTAg1Yo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPDis9pjXuqyI7RYLJ-TTSA


Questions

03/03

Which type of videos is most likely to become viral?

Unboxing videos

Gaming video

Comedy videos

Haul videos





What are online video platforms?
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Online Video Platforms

Video platforms allow users to upload, store, and

deliver video content, and leverage it for marketing



Main functionalities of online video platforms are:

Video creation and editing tools

Analytics

Integrations

Video players/playlists

Video sharing

Subtitles

purposes (e.g. lead generation, conversion, advertising).

They may also be referred to as video clouds, video

players, or video hosting platforms. For the purpose of

this course we will Focus only on free solutions.



Data security

Tools: video tags, descriptions and summaries

C O NT I NU E

LET'S LEARN ABOUT SOME ONLINE VIDEO

PLATFORMS!



YouTube

Founded: 2005

Headquarters: San Bruno, United States

Website: www.youtube.com

YouTube allows users to

upload, view, rate, share, add

to playlists, report, comment

on videos, and subscribe to

other users.

Available content includes video clips, TV show clips, music

videos, short and documentary �lms, audio recordings,

movie trailers, live streams, and other content such as

vlogs, short original videos, and educational videos. There

are ads in videos.

C O NT I NU E

Vimeo

Founded: 2004

Headquarters: New York City, United States



Website: www.vimeo.com 

Vimeo is an ad-free video platform,

providing free video viewing services

as a competitor to YouTube.

In 2008 Vimeo announced it would cease hosting

gaming videos because of their unusually long

duration. The ban was lifted, however, in 2014.

In March 2017 Vimeo introduced 360-degree video support.

C O NT I NU E



 

Facebook

Founded: 2004

Headquarters: Menlo Park, United States

Website: www.facebook.com

It is a social media platform o�ering free

video upload and storage within a Video

section.

Facebook makes most of its revenue from

advertisements that appear onscreen and in

users' News Feeds.

Facebook can be accessed from devices with Internet connectivity, such as computers, tablets

and smartphones. After registering, users can create a customized pro�le.



A C T I V I T Y

ACTIVITY

Register with one of the online video platforms, set up your

channel, customize it and upload all videos you made in

previous activities.





Ready for the quiz?

Good luck!
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Questions

01/02

Which online video platform is an ad-free video hosting service?

Vimeo

YouTube

Facebook



Questions

02/02

Which online video platform banned gameplay videos between 2008 - 2014?

Vimeo

YouTube

Facebook


